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Red Bird Redevelopment

Neighborhood:

TIF District:
Mall Area Redevelopment

Program:
Mixed Use
Commercial, Residential

Key to the success of the larger Red Bird Mall site is the introduction of a walkable 
network of pedestrian and vehicular streets that organize and link future development 
blocks within the site- 

Although full development of the 60+ acre site will take many years to realize, establishing 
a internal framework for future development will ensure that future phases will help 
realize a walkable, vibrant district that can serve as a key node in South Dallas.

Given the prominent location of the site within existing neighborhoods, and as a key 
development opportunity in the Southern Sector, the overall site strategy should 
employ a strong focus on public space in order to create and maximize opportunities 
for community use and public gathering - 

Providing a well-designed, functional gathering space in a mixed-use environment 
contributes to a larger community need serves as a powerful community development 
node for surrounding neighborhoods. 
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Context Description

The redevelopment of the once-prominent Red Bird Mall represents an important and significant 
opportunity to bring much needed shopping, dining, entertainment, and services to the 
communities and neighborhoods that surround the current Red Bird Mall site.  This project also 
represents a key opportunity to create a vibrant neighborhood center and community gathering 
place for residents in and around southern Dallas.

Key urban design considerations for achieving this long term vision include planning a walkable 
network of pedestrian and vehicular streets that organize and link future development blocks 
within the site, a strong focus on public space to create opportunities for community use and 
public gathering, and Phase 1 enhancements to the site that support the long term vision for the 
larger development. 

Forward Dallas!
Section 5 [urban design element]

TIF Urban Design Guidelines
Part III, Part IV 
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Careful consideration should be given to the proposed Phase I enhancements to 
ensure that they leverage the best opportunities to support the long term vision for 
the larger development - 

By addressing infrastructure needs and appropriately laying out a walkable grid of 
streets with sufficient public realm amenities, infrastructure enhancements in Phase I will 
establish a framework for future development in subsequent phases. 
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